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Abstract—This study was conducted to evaluate how the Glossarial Visualization Program of Virtual Reality (VR) technology affects the visual interactivity among Chinese Rural Dyslexic Students in social studies content. The study employed a qualitative research method, where students were selected to engage in virtual reality, after which access an article online and write a reflection of the article. Writing samples and interviews were used to review the responses. The research was conducted in a high school in Quanzhou, China. The results proved that virtual reality technology could give rural dyslexic students the advantage of visual compensation and stimulate their interests in learning social studies content to improve the quality of teaching. So, it is a great innovative approach to explore the significance of reforming rural dyslexic students’ teaching mode.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The integration of technology in the teaching fraternity has become a significant element in the ever-transforming technological universe. These are the technological devices that help students in preparing papers and compiling notes. Nevertheless, there seems to be inadequate or little effort in the quest to educate students on the ways of selecting and using technology that designs an efficient and flawless career practice.

Advancements in technology have allowed employment of new approaches in the education sector. The integration of the software is advantageous in the process of learning as it makes it interesting for the learners. Among the innovative technologies meant for enhancement of the learning process if Virtual Reality. It refers to computer technology used to replicate or simulate a real environment for the users to experience a sense of being there and interacting with the simulated environment physically. It is used to break the barriers between computers and humans by immersing the people involved in a stereoscopic environment generated by a computer. The tridimensional settings generated have improved interaction forms that contribute to learning motivation. Additionally, it is essential in helping the students gain more skills and knowledge on the subject they are taking. This is done by being able to give them the practical experience of the real phenomenon. Notably, the integration of Virtual Reality can potentially raise new educational possibilities.

Virtual Reality education has always been highly anticipated as a field of profound significance, and more and more urban schools are integrating Virtual Reality education. However, the development of Virtual Reality education for rural students does not spread out smoothly, especially in rural dyslexic students, and faces many practical problems. So, it is vital to explore if Virtual Reality in rural education can have contributed to the dyslexic students. Virtual reality technology plays a key role in the development of dyslexia and has great potential for rehabilitation for people with specific neurological disabilities [1]. Unlike printed textbooks, VR technology can help teachers’ awareness of customizing layouts according to the needs of dyslexic students [2]. The purpose of this research study is designed to explore the impact of visual glossary strategies implemented by VR for Chinese Rural Dyslexic Students on reading comprehension in social science class. First of all, the definitions of visual glossary should be clarified. In this prospectus, breadth of glossarial knowledge refers to the number of words of which one has at least some superficial knowledge of the meaning. In some previous studies by Phillips [3], the visualization of glossarial knowledge demonstrated in a learning process, and reading comprehension was discovered to be the only effective factor for accelerating reading fluency and comprehension. In addition, reading comprehension in social science class is one of the most important for students. It has long sought to find effective strategies and methods to help students develop their reading skills by visualizing [4]. Visual aids and strategies on the glossary have great effects on students’ vocabulary knowledge [5]. Among them, as an immersing learning experience with semantic format, Virtual Reality (RV) is considered to be an effective way for teachers to provide support to learners and promote the development of students’ reading skills in social studies [6].

The first approach maintains that any kind of teaching should be aimed at solving a problem. Someone's capability to detect a problem helps them have an easy time finding the solution by requesting technological assistance. Communication and theoretical understanding, in this case, is fundamental because it allows a disabled student to develop creative thinking and ideas. Students cannot be competent enough if all they can do is to memorize specific texts. However, they can boost their strength through technology-oriented learning such that they would easily find solutions to complex problems likely to be encountered in the near future. Some of the researchers have been conducting studies on the impact of digital content created by students. The findings have led to the conclusion that in regards to technology, students present the highest curiosity. Therefore, they are in a better place to come up with content that will be consistent with their demands and modes of study. Some law schools have been offering student contests to help learners compete in the creation of content. This acts as a major trigger of the students' creativity. If the creators of content are students, it means they will be able to share it with their colleagues by banking on technology-based strategies. They can share the creativity with their friends in class or the entire institution, or even across different web-based platforms. When students are competent enough technically, they will have an easy time in seeking out jobs.
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II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In the process of shifting to the digital learning system, there have been several theoretical explanations established. One of the study's main aims is to integrate advanced technology into the regular learning curriculum in support of improved learning. Any technological advancement includes an amalgamation of something selected and that which was not. Technology is also a collection of something predictable and that, which cannot be predicted, as well as the desirables and undesirables. It is an educational setting meant for simplified learning and mostly relies on the learning techniques of students. When learners and tutors interact, the process of learning becomes highly promoted through models that focus on learners. The research is mostly based on the technology-oriented system process that is centered on learners. The study has also received guidance from the theory of learning power. The framework is mainly focused on the process of adopting technology to enhance the process of law learning. It also stresses the different correlating factors, such as a community setting, interaction, norms, and existing technological activities. Other significant aspects include the institutional models, leadership support, technology accessibility, and the technology application scope.

A group of researchers undertook a systematic review involving electric learning, digital learning, and mobile learning. In general terms, they unearthed that the two main subsets of d-learning include mobile and electric education. They also termed all these learning systems as technology-oriented and that they have a significant contribution to the process of learning and teaching. Some researchers undertook research on supporting technology in legal knowledge. Their main focus was the mode used to deliver education. They confirmed that with the right technology, education could be transformed into the outcome-oriented from the input-oriented. Some researchers concerned with the technology implementation practices have noted that although students benefit from technology featured in learning, it was somehow challenging to implement software, especially for the technological-wise approach. Some researchers have been concerned with the introduction of information into the d-learning setting. They have discovered that an inter-modal d-learning positively affects law learning, although there are variations between participants. Therefore, one of the leading players in technology-oriented learning includes the internet because of its rich information.

Competing theories of glossarial knowledge are the basis of learning and the key to improving reading ability. A number of theoretical perspectives of glossarial knowledge and advanced reading comprehension were found about the breadth and depth of glossarial knowledge. The breadth and depth of vocabulary knowledge are two main things, and they are included in most of the various Vocabulary Instruction [7]. Based on variable reading tests for students in social science literacy reading teaching, the theory was to investigate whether the students' reading comprehension outcomes just only can be tested through the practice of the breadth of glossarial knowledge. In recent years, glossarial knowledge has seen an important teaching skill in the social science classroom. Lexical –Chunk theory can be viewed as one of the most important teaching tasks in social science content teaching, especially for students with low reading and writing proficiency [3]. According to those previous empirical studies, most of them focused on the students' breadth of vocabulary knowledge. This study is based on the theory of lexical competence, word knowledge framework [8], and the theory of instrumentalist hypothesis. Also, the competing theory, interference theory [2], focused on a correlation between glossarial knowledge and reading comprehension ability. This theory attempted to explain whether reading section of social studies with the different difficulty of vocabulary affects different level proficiency learners' reading skills in the class and whether the visual of words can improve learners' reading skill [9].

III. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

In this paper, in order to objectively and accurately reflect the actual situation, after using Virtual Reality, two selected students must read a social science article online each week and write down their reflection on the article. This case study is used as a qualitative research method. In response to research questions, this study used research tools such as writing samples and interviews. (a) Writing samples. Two reflections from students will be randomly selected. The similarities and differences between the two will be compared in terms of vocabulary accuracy and extensive reading, correction results, and comments, which mainly cover the Glossarial Visualization Program's evaluation the effect after use. (b) Interview. The study will also conduct semi-structured interviews for teachers and students to understand the evaluation of the Glossarial Visualization Program by teachers and students. By Using an action methods design, this study is designed to answer the following question: How does the Glossarial Visualization Program of Virtual Reality (VR) technology support glossary knowledge and increase reading comprehension in social studies content for Chinese Rural Dyslexic Students? I used semi-structured interviews. The interview outline focuses on two main points. The first point is the time, place, duration, and amounts of tasks. The second one is which functions of Glossarial Visualization Program of Virtual Reality (VR) are used, what are the contents of VR, and what Memory words help the most. Besides, I also collected data about the learners' learning background, work experience, interest in learning, motivation, difficulties, attitudes toward the social science classroom. Most of the interviews were face-to-face interviews plus recordings. However, since individual subjects live far away from me, it was not easy to conduct face-to-face interviews; they also took online video interviews and recorded them. The data analysis process of this study is guided by reading the transcripts of the interviews word by word and continuing to encode and refine them, which finally form this research's viewpoint.

IV. FINDINGS

After data analysis, the results are as follows : (a) Glossarial Visualization can improve orthographic deficit ability of high school students in rural China to a certain degree; (b) Glossarial Visualization can improve the visual reading and thinking skills of high school students, especially in memorizing glossary, explanation, and evaluation, but the improvement in analysis and interpretation is not obvious.

V. ANALYSIS

I believe that Glossarial Visualization in high school class is helpful to cultivate students' reading and critical thinking. Glossarial Visualization by VR can improve students' orthographic deficit ability and help their visual reading and
thinking skills in social science reading class, especially in interpretation, evaluation, and inference. Additionally, employment of Glossarial Visualization in learning institutions is a way of motivating the students as they normally develop a positive attitude towards studying. It is a strategy of grabbing and retaining the students’ devotion, as it is enjoyable and challenging to create and interact with objects in the virtual environment. On the same note, it allows visualization of processes and objects that would have otherwise been hard to portray in reality, which helps the students comprehend the lessons better. It sharpens the students’ imagination as it exposes them to abstract views. It have otherwise been hard to portray in reality, which helps visualization of processes and objects that would otherwise be difficult to visualize in a real environment.

Generally, Glossarial visualization using Virtual Reality plays a major role in improving the students’ performance and motivating them to get more engaged in their studies.

In essence, Virtual Reality employment in learning centers is key in encouraging the students to become active learners as it allows autonomous exploration, promotes decision making among the students, comprehension of complex concepts, learning through practice, and creation of new experiences. The students were found to have more knowledge when reflecting on the articles compared to those who had not used virtual reality. This can be attributed to the real-time interaction, which allows visualization of results on a real-time basis, making the students make decisions according to the instant results so as to achieve their learning targets, hence improving their cognitive skills and consequently performance. Glossarial Visualization encourages students’ engagement and discourages distractions, hence assisting them to achieve their academic goals quickly.

However, the usage of Virtual Reality in learning portrays various challenges apart from the many desirable benefits. One of the challenges is that the integration of Glossarial Visualization in educational centers can result in a significant drop in interactions between the students. Interactions with humans are far more enriching than interactions with a simulated environment. This is because other students can help you get different skills and learn other things while building teamwork skills. Virtual reality will only help a student perfect on the skill they are learning, will encourage individualism. It will significantly affect the student-teacher interactions negatively.

Another limitation noted by the study is the high costs of installing the programs in schools. Some of the local schools do not have the necessary IT and WiFi infrastructure to support the tools’ simultaneous use. This makes the program to be a bit expensive for some of the educational and training institutions. However, comparing the technology and some of the applications that were integrated into the creation of music and video content years ago, it can be deduced that the technology is not more costly or complicated. Therefore, educators can follow the same system they used to integrate the applications to ensure that the education system includes Glossarial Visualization.

Based on the research findings, virtual reality is definitely the next step in the interactive learning evolution. For the tool to be sufficiently integrated into the education system, educators need to examine the associated training towards making the technology an everyday learning tool. Although the concept of Glossarial Visualization may seem to be a little bit advanced to be incorporated in the learning environment, it is not actually diverse from some augmented reality depicted in some of the applications in use today. Therefore, integration into the learning institutions may not require much of the training, as the concept is not complicated as it may be perceived.

While the advantages of Glossarial Visualization integration in learning centres may be universal across all broader subjects’ variety and learning styles, the proper approach for incorporating the strategy may be different from one school to another, or one classroom to another. However, when people have the right information and support on how Virtual Reality can increase the learners’ interest in learning and comprehension, making the technology to be present in the classes is entirely likely. Despite incorporating Virtual Reality in a learning environment is essential to transform the education process in any learning environment, the implementation process doesn’t have to be revolutionary.

VI. CONCLUSION

This study was conducted to investigate the visual effects of glossarial knowledge on reading proficiency in rural students' social science classes. By controlling other factors such as the types of visual glossary by VR, it is hypothesized that the visualization of glossarial knowledge students would acquire the most comprehension in reading, supporting the theory of interference theory [2]. By reviewing some relevant theories and studies in this field, this study confirmed that the importance of glossarial knowledge in social reading comprehension for dyslexic students. The study results reveal that vocabulary size can no longer be regarded as a simple matter of recognition of reading the meaning. Vocabulary knowledge has not only breadth but also depth. The visual effects of glossarial knowledge can help dyslexic students [10]. The importance of the visual effects of glossarial knowledge in reading comprehension has been established in the present study based on empirical pieces of evidence.
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